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90. Notes on Topological Spaces. IV. Function
Semiring on Topological Spaces

By Kiyoshi IS]KI and Yasue M[YANAGA

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, yi.J..., June 12, 1956)

In our previous paper [3J, we generalized some results on the
Cheory of the space of maximal ideals of a semiring by W. Slowi-
kowski and W. Zawadowski [4. In Chis paper, we shall consider
the relation between a function semiring on a normal space S and
a latice of closed sees in S. By using the result of it, we shall
prove some theorems on function semiring. Such a consideration for
function ring was also treated by G. Higman [2].

Let S be a T.-space. Let C+(S) be the set of all continuous,
bounded, non-negaive real-valued functions on S, and le L be he
lattice of all closed sets in S. C+(S) is a semiring*) wih respect
o the usual addition and multiplication and further C/(S) is a posi-
rive semiring in Che sense of W. Slowikowski and W. Zawadowski

We assume tha we are familiar with the notions of proper
ideals, .maximal ideals of C+(S) and proper filter, ultrafilter of L
(see, K. Is6ki and Y. Miyanaga 3], and N. Bourbaki 1). Follow-
ing G. Higman [2], we shall first give a correspondence between
ideals of C+(S) and filters of L.

Le I be an ideal of C+(S), then we shall define a set I* of
closed sets of S as follows: A e I* if and only if, for any closed set
F not meeting A, there is a function f of I such that the lower
bound of f on F is positive, i.e. inf f(x)>0 on F.

Let J be a filter of L, and f e J* if and only if, for every posi-
tive , here is a closed se A of J such that f< on A.

Let I be a proper ideal of C+(S), and A e I*, hen it is clear
that AUBeI* for every BeL. Let A, BeI*, and let F be a
closed set such that F.. (A ,-.. B)-= O. Then F.B does not meet A,
therefore there is a function f e I such that the lower bound , of

f on F,B is positive. For -o, ].e F-- x Ifi(x)__< 2-o hen F

is non-empty closed se and F,F does not mee B. herefore here
is a funegion ft. of L such tha inf fi.=o is posi,ive on F,,F. Since

(1I is an ideal, f+fi, s I nd f(x)+f(x)_>min -2-o, a. on F. Hence

I* is a filer.
For the precise definition of semirings, see K. Is6k.i. and Y. Miyanaga [3].
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We shall show (O)*=S. Suppose (O)* AS, then, for a point
x such hat x e S-A, O(p)=0 and hence A (O)*. By the definition
of *-operation, (O)* (S). Hence (O)* =S.

Suppose that 14: (O), then I contains a function f such that f(x)=

{ } is closed and FS,a :>0 for some point x. The set F-=- x]f(x)-
and F e I*. This implies I* (S). Therefore, if I*--(S), then I=(O).
Clearly (C+(S))*=L. On the other hand, let I*--L, hen I* contains
he empty set. By the definition of *-operation, I contains a function
f such that inf f0 on S. Hence C+(S) f- and ff-=l is con-
tained in I. Therefore I--C+(S). This implies the following

Proposition 1. I* is a filter of L. I* is a proper filter if and
only if I is a proper ideal.

Now we shall prove the similar proposition for ideals in C+(S).
Let J be a filter of L, and let f, g J, then, for any positive ,

there are two closed sets A, B of J such that f(x)<l on A and
2

g(x)< on B. Since J is a filter, A BJ and f(x)+g(x)< on
2

AB. Therefore f+g e jo. Let fe jo and g e C+(S), g<, then,
e onAfor any positive e, there is a closed set A such tha f(x)<-

Hence f(x) g(x)<:J on A. Therefore fg J. This shows that jo

is an ideal.
To prove that j0 is a proper ideal, if and only if J is a proper

filter, we shall assume S is a completely regular space. We shall
show the following four relations.
) (Z) (O).

Let f e (S), then, for any positive e, f(x)<e on S. Hence f=0.
2) J=(O) implies J=(S).

Suppose that J A S, then, by the completely regularity o S,
there is a non-zero function on S such hat f(x)=0 on A. There-
fore f jo and we have jo(O).
3) L=C+(S) is clear.
4) J=C/(S) implies J=L.

Since jo contains the unit function f(x)= 1, J contains he empty
se. Hence J=L.

Proposition 2. jo is an ideal of C+(S). If S is completdy reg-

ular, jo is a proper ideal of C+(S), if and only if J is a filter of
L.

Proposition 3. For ideals I, ( ( I)* ( I. For filter J,

(

If, for two ideals I and I, II., then I*I*.
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If, for two filters J and J., JJ:, then joj.
Proof. Let Ae(N[z)*, and let F be a closed set such that

AF=O, then there is a unction f of N Iz such that in2 f on F is

posi$ive. For every , f e I, and hence F e I. Therefore A N I.
Similarly we have (j)0 j. If II, then I=IL.. Hence

L* (L)*L**.
This implies L*I*.

Proposition 4. (I*)I for every ideal I of C+(S).
Proof. Let feI and let e be a positive number. Then A--

x lf(w) --_< -s is closed se. For every closed se no meeting A,

f()__>-on i, nd hence AeI*. From f(x)<s on A, f(I*).
Therefore I(I*)".

Proposition 5. (j0).j for every filter J of L for a normal
space S.

Proof. Let A be a closed set, and let F be a closed set such
that AF=O. By the normality of S there is a unction f e C+(S),
such that f(x)--O on A and .f(x)-I on F. From f(x)-O on A and
A e J, .f e jo. Therefore, here is a unction of J such that it admits
a positive lower bound on F. This implies A (jo),. Hence j(jo),.

An ideal I of C+(S) is called closed if (I*)-I.
A filter J o L is called closed if (jo). =j. By Propositions 1 and

2, (0), C+(S) are closed ideals (S). L is a closed filter for a completely
regular space. Let M be a maximal ideal of C+(S) or a completely
regular space, then (M*)M. Hence (M*)=M or C+(S). If (M*)
=C+(S), then M*=L and M=C+(S). Hence M is not maximal.
Therefore (M*)-M and M is a closed ideal. If S is normal, any
maximal filter o L is closed.

Proposition 6. For a completely regular space S, (0), C+(S) are
closed ideals, and (S), L are closed filters. Any maximal ideal of
C+(S) is closed. For a normal space, every ultrafilter of L is closed.

Let I be closed ideals of C/(S) or every . Then
[( N Iz)* }o( NI) N (i)o N

Hence n I is a closed ideal. Let J be a filter oZ L for normal space,

then N I is closed.

Let I be a closed ideal oZ C+(S), hen i=(i,)o and hence I*=
[(i,)o},, therefore I* is a closed filter of L. Let J be a closed
filter oZ L, hen jo is a closed ideal in C+(S). Hence, if I and J
are closed ideal and closed filter respectively, and I*-J, then I-J.
I:[ J=I, then I* =J. This implies that there is one-to-one corres-
pondence between he set of closed ideals and closed filters.
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If I is a maximal ideal for a completely regular space, hen I
is a closed ideal. We shall show that I* is an ultrafilter. To prove
it, suppose that I* is not ulrafilter, then .here is proper ideal J
such that I*JL and I* J. We have I=(I*)JoC+(S). Since
the correspondence j_jo is one-to-one, I is contained in jo properly,
hence I is not maximal. Therefore, I* is an ultrafilter. By the same
method, if J is an ultrafilter for a normal space, j0 is a maximal ideal.

.Proposition 7. There is one-to-one correspondence between the set
of closed ideals and the set of closed filters. For a completely regular
space, by the correspondence, every maximal ideal goes to an ultrafilter.
For a normal space, every ultrafilter corresponds to a maximal ideal.

Suppose that S is a completely regular space.
Let I(a) be the set [f lf(a)=O, f C+(S)}, and let F be a closed

set such that FSa, then there is a unction f e C+(S)such that
f(a)=O and f(x)--1 on F. Such a unction f is obtained in Ia). By
the definition of (I(a))*, every closed set F containing a is in (I(a))*.
On the oher hand, let A be a closed set not meeting a, it is clear
that A (I(a))*. Therefore, the ideal I(a) corresponds o he filter
of closed set containing a. By Proposition 7, lfe set of all closed sets
containing a given point a or a normal space S is ultrafilter and
hence he ideal I(a) is maximal in C+(S).

Proposition 8. By the correspondence of Proposition 7, for a
completdy regular space, every ideal I(a) corresponds to the filter of
closed sets containing a.

Proposition 9. Any ideal I(a) for a normal space is maximal.
Let be he operation .0, then

(2)
( 3 ) IiI. implies II.

o =0.
Therefore I--> P is a closure operation in C+(S). I2 IL.-- 0,

then I?I?-O. Suppose that I,-I.,f and f0, then we can find
A L*, B I* such hat A SB aad ABS. Hence AB I*
-,I,*. Therefore, for a non-empty closed set F such that (AB)
F=0, there are g e I, g e I,. and g(x)e, g.(x)_e, on F. This
shows hat gg,. is non-zero function and gg [I., which is a contra-
diction. Therefore
( 5 ) II,. 0 implies I[ -,I 0.
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